Stakeholder Prioritization Quarterly Meeting
Comments Report
Enhancement Requests--MARKETS
Enhancement ID#

Enhancement Description

Requesting
Party

02-2654/786

Validation: Demand bids (fixed only, not price sensitive) should SPSM
be limited to be 110% of a historical peak load for the
settlement location.

Priority Grouping

Cost Estimate

Comments

Commenting Party

Resolution

This is actually a follow up on an item that we
Carrie Dixon, SPSM
submitted in October of 2013(?). This enhancement
requested that some sort of demand bid validation be
put in place to prevent erroneous submissions. We
weren't able to find this enhancement request in the
current portfolio report, so we are just curious if this
already been implemented.

SPP staff provided additional
information about the review that SPP
performs on the submitted demand
bids each day.

Cost Estimate

Comments

Resolution

Enhancement Requests--PUBLIC DATA
Enhancement ID#

Enhancement Description

Requesting
Party

Priority Grouping

Commenting Party

02-5161

Change file folder structure for hourly data to change "00"
named folders to "24"

Monterey SWF Unplanned A
LLC

Up to $10k

We are not clear on what this enhancement request is Carrie Dixon, SPSM
based on the description. We would like more
information about this request.

SPP staff provided details of the
original enhancement request
submitted by MSWF.

Requesting
Party

Priority Grouping

Cost Estimate

Comments

Resolution

We are not clear on what this enhancement request is Carrie Dixon, SPSM
based on the description. We would like more
information about this request.
We are not clear on what this enhancement request is Carrie Dixon, SPSM
based on the description. We would like more
information about this request.

SPP staff provided information on the
progress made in ITE and PROD CROW
environments.
SPP staff provided an update on the
purpose of the Ratings Submission Tool
and what enhancements are being
added.

Resolution

Enhancement Requests--Reliability
Enhancement ID#

Enhancement Description

15 - 529

Keep the lower environments of CROW more in line with PROD KCPL
as far as equipment that is available to submit outages for

Unplanned C

Up to $10k

15 - 519

The Ratings Submission Tool will be updated to allow
SPP
Transmission Operators (TOPs) to designate the responsibility
of submitting rating updates on EMS elements to SPP and
NERC Transmission Owners (TOs). Additionally, the work flow
will include the required approval of all parties included in a
ratings submission (TOs and TOPs) before finally being
reviewed, approved, and implemented by Southwest Power
Pool.

Release +1

$10k - 25k

Commenting Party

Enhancement Requests--Settlements
Enhancement ID#

Enhancement Description

Requesting
Party

Priority Grouping

Cost Estimate

Comments

03 - 1230

Market Participant requested the ability for the Settlement
Reports - View Settlement Statements role to be specified at
the Asset Owner level, as opposed to only the Market
Participant level.

Tenaska, TEA

Unplanned C

$25k - 50k

Can you please tell me the status of the following:
Heather Bolland, TEA
Support Enhancement 03-1230, Settlement Statement
enhancement to allow AO access
Is this still in a pending status?

Priority Grouping of O-Other: Need further explanation of the
benefits of this request. This data is already available to AOs in
the determinant report. Settlements reaching out to MP to
show where this data can be found.
Per SPQM 03-25-16, move to Unplanned C if approved by the
SUG.

9/13/2016

1 of 1

Commenting Party

SPP staff reviewed this item and
moved to Unplanned A.

